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Abstract. We report the lidar detection of an underwater feature that appears to be a thermal vent in Yellowstone Lake, Yellowstone National Park, USA, with the Montana State University Fish Lidar. The location of the detected vent was 30 m from the closest vent identified in a United States Geological Survey of Yellowstone Lake in 2008. A second possible vent is also presented, and the appearance of both vents in the lidar data is compared to descriptions of underwater thermal vents in Yellowstone Lake from the geological literature.
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1 Introduction

Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA, is famous for its numerous geysers, hot springs, and other thermal features. While these features have been known of and studied since the 1800s, the existence of thermal activity in Yellowstone Lake itself was not realized until the 1980s. Several studies of these underwater thermal features have been undertaken since then, utilizing scuba divers, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), and high-resolution echo sounder. Figure 1 is an example photograph of one of these vents, captured from an ROV.

Remsen et al. and Morgan et al. both report that many underwater vents emit bubbles of steam and CO2 gas. Often these vents exist in domal structures where the sediments have been forced upward by the gas or created by sediments entrained in the gas bubbles. These domes may rise to several meters in height. The heated water and various chemicals emitted by these vents have a significant influence on the geochemical composition of Yellowstone Lake and its flora and fauna.

The underwater vents are often surrounded by diverse communities of bacteria, plants, and animals that would not typically exist in a cold, oligotrophic lake. One vent in particular in the West Thumb Geyser Basin was dubbed “Cutthroat Jacuzzi” because of the cutthroat trout that school to feed on the numerous zooplankton that live around it.

While underwater vents in Yellowstone have been detected and surveyed through direct observation (by scuba divers and ROVs) and echo sounder, to the authors’ knowledge the detection of thermal vents by lidar has not been previously reported.

2 Lidar Detection of an Underwater Thermal Vent

On September 28, 2016, we undertook a flight of Yellowstone Lake using the Montana State University (MSU) Fish Lidar. The details of this lidar have been previously reported in Ref. 4, and we will only briefly summarize its design here. The MSU Fish Lidar is a 532-nm,
Fig. 1 A hydrothermal vent in Yellowstone Lake viewed by the ROV “Yogi” in 2016. Photograph courtesy Global Foundation for Ocean Exploration, used with permission.

Fig. 2 Lidar image from the (a) copolarized channel, (b) cross-polarized channel, and (c) depolarization image of a suspected underwater thermal vent, which appears to be three vents in close proximity, in Yellowstone Lake at the West Thumb Geyser Basin. Red arrows indicate the location of the three suspected underwater thermal vents in the co- and cross-polarized image. To better display the suspected vent the scale was chosen such that the upper ~2 m of water in the copolarized image is clipped. The bottom appears several meters thick in the image due to the temporal spread of the laser pulse. The location of the actual bottom is indicated by an arrow in the depolarization image, which is clipped at 1. The cross-polarized bottom appears thicker due to increased temporal stretching caused by multiple scattering. The second “white layer” in the depolarization image is actually background light, as the laser pulse has completely decayed by this point. We postulate that this vent is active, given the bright returns from the vent holes which may be caused by entrained sediments or bubbles, and the presence of the subsurface plume, which is possibly plankton.
direct-detection, pulsed lidar, that is capable of measuring both co- and cross-polarized backscatter signals. The spot diameter on the water surface is 5 m, and the penetration depth is typically 12 m. The primary purpose of this flight was to survey for invasive lake trout (these results are to be reported in an upcoming article), and portions of the flight were conducted in the West Thumb area, near the West Thumb Geyser Basin.

Figure 3 shows a lidar image and Fig. 4 shows a lidar profile of the suspected thermal vent, which appears to actually be three vents in close proximity at a depth of approximately 4 m. The location was at 44.424745°N, 110.571984°W, located within the 500-m diameter hydrothermal explosion crater northeast of Duck Lake. There appears to be a plume above the vents near the water surface. Each vent has a strong return associated with it, possibly caused by entrained sediments which are common in the vent water. The dome-shaped structure has been reported as a characteristic of some hydrothermal vents in Yellowstone Lake, as mentioned in Sec. 1.1. Figure 5 is a photograph taken from the plane of the area where the vent was identified. The reddish-brown slick appears to be the plume that was seen in the lidar data near the water surface.

We believe the plume near the water surface is most likely plankton. Hydrothermal vents in Yellowstone commonly release bubbles, but if these were present we would expect to see a stream from the location of the vent to the surface, which we do not.

Figure 5 shows a map of thermal vents from a 2007 United States Geological Survey (USGS) study performed by Morgan et al. and the thermal vent discussed above. The nearest vent location from this study is only 30 m away, which is a very reasonable error given that the

---

**Fig. 3** Plot of the lidar signal from over the thermal vent shown in Fig. 2(a) and for comparison the lidar signal from clear water (b) in units of dB radiance. Each channel has been offset slightly due to the calibration sometimes reporting negative radiance at small values, which also manifests in the cross-polarized radiance being greater than the copolarized radiance at deeper depths.

**Fig. 4** A picture taken from the plane of the thermal vent identified in Fig. 2. The reddish-brown slick is presumably the same slick that was seen near the surface in the lidar data.
tilt of the plane is not currently accounted for when computing the location of the lidar shots, and the global positioning system unit is often only accurate to 10 m.

Figure 6 shows a lidar image of a second suspected thermal vent at a depth of approximately 8.5 m, also in the West Thumb Geyser Basin. The location was at 44.468268°N, 110.546503°W. The depolarization image was not included because the signal is completely depolarized beyond 7 m. The photograph of the area captured from the plane was unremarkable, showing no evidence of a surface slick as with the previous vent. This vent shares the same domal structure as the previous vent. This vent is 67 m from the closest vent in the USGS data. Figures 7 and 8 show a map of the vent location in relation to the vents identified in the USGS study.

Fig. 5 A map showing USGS-identified thermal vents and the location of the vent shown in Fig. 3. The nearest USGS-identified thermal vent is 30 m away. Top of the maps point north. Thermal vent and bathymetry data from Ref. 3. Base map data © OpenStreetMap contributors.

Fig. 6 Lidar image from the (a) copolarized channel and (b) cross-polarized channel of a second suspected underwater thermal vent in Yellowstone Lake at the West Thumb Geyser Basin, indicated by the red arrow. This vent is possibly inactive as there was no subsurface plume associated with it, and the vent hole return was dark.
Fig. 7  A map showing USGS-identified thermal vents and the location of the vent shown in Fig. 6. The nearest USGS-identified thermal vent is 67 m away. Top of the maps point north. Thermal vent and bathymetry data from Ref. 8. Base map data © OpenStreetMap contributors.

Fig. 8  An overview map showing USGS-identified thermal vents and the location of both lidar-identified vents. The scale on this map is much larger than the previous maps, and despite the proximity of some of the thermal vents to the flight path, they are actually quite some distance from the lidar beam. Top of the maps point north. USGS thermal vent and bathymetry data from Ref. 8. Base map data © OpenStreetMap contributors.
3 Discussion and Conclusion

We are not aware of any prior work discussing the detection of underwater thermal vents with lidar. The correlation of the location of the first possible vent shown in Figs. 2 and 3 with the USGS vent data, the surface plume, and the domal structure is strong evidence that this is indeed a thermal vent. While the USGS did not indicate that a thermal vent existed as close to the location of the second possible vent (shown in Fig. 6), the data appeared similar to the first with the existence of a domal structure with a hole in the center. It is possible that this vent is not active and thus was not included in the survey, or the plane was more severely banked than with the first vent and thus the position error was greater. The absence of a plume near the surface over the second feature and the lack of a bright return at the vent itself is further evidence that it may be dormant.

The narrow, vertical spikes at the bottom seen in the first vent data [Fig. 2(a)] could be “underwater chimneys” created by the thermal vent, as opposed to sediments in the vent water. Morgan and Remsen report the existence of underwater chimneys from thermal vents, but there is disagreement in the literature on whether these are active. Remsen reports active underwater thermal chimneys, several meters in length and between 10 and 20 cm in diameter. Morgan et al. reports the existence of chimneys but also states that none of these chimneys is currently known to be active.

It is clear that further investigation is needed. Are these indeed thermal vents? What creates the surface plume? What causes the bright, vertical returns to appear at the location of the vent? Ideally, a lidar flight would coincide with surface observations. Hopefully this is work that can be performed in the future. Once these questions are answered lidar could be used as a low-cost tool to identify the location of underwater thermal vents.
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